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I will go to Oak Trees in California that are significant to me, and photograph them, 
keeping a diary with observations of sight, sound, smell, feelings etc. I will also collect 
samples from the trees for later use, whether that involve photographing them with a 
microscope or using them to make other materials or sculpture. 

For the final product in our course, I would like to make 1-3 photographs and print them. 

These are the questions that will guide my research and photography:
Why are Oaks significant?
What’s in a name? Oakland, Thousand Oaks, Paso Robles, Woodland Hills…
How has urbanization and climate change affected Oak trees in California? 
When a man dies hanging from a tree, is that tree an accessory to the act or a 
witness? 
How can we center indigenous perspectives in ecological conservation?

Down the road, I see this body of work resulting in a series of sculptures and a video 
installation. I would like to take this project farther with relevant grants or residences, and 
as part of my final project I would like to research and apply to a few opportunities for 
funding. 

ABSTRACT



There are 19 varieties of Oak Trees found in California, 
covering 1/8 of the area of the state. Oak trees have 
been witness to the violent history of California, but 
remain a symbol of resilience and hope. 

Trees are imbued with mythic, spiritual and scientific 
evidence of the interconnectedness of our Earth. By 
illuminating this through working with Oaks, I hope to 
raise awareness around the role of the Oak tree in the 
ecosystem of California. When people think of California, 
they often think of Sequoia’s and Palms, but Oak trees 
are emblematic of the state also, and are important to 
conserve. 

CONCEPT / TOPIC 

Oak Trees

Photos / videos 

/ animations / 

drawings…

Documentation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ratQlft_G5c


The city of Oakland, CA was once a beautiful oak woodland that the Ohlone 
people inhabited for thousands of years. After the Spanish arrived in 1772,  the 
Ohlone were displaced and Oakland became a rancho of a Spanish family until 
around the time of the Gold Rush. The Mexican and Spanish residents of the 
region called the Parcel of land owned by the family Encinar (misrendered at an 
early date and carried forward as "encinal") —Spanish for "oak grove"—due to the 
large oak forest that covered the area, which eventually led to the city's name. 

Then in 1852, the California legislature incorporated the town of 
Oakland, and it became an important railroad terminus and later a critical seaport. 
After the 1906 earthquake, many San Franciscans moved to Oakland. As the city 
grew, the oak trees, although appreciated for their beauty, were in the way— they 
interfered with the urban development. Their attitude is seen in petitions for the 
removal of trees all over the east bay,

Although Oak trees live for thousand of years almost none of the original 
oak trees mapped during the 1865 year (shown in the map above) remain.  This 
was exquisitely beautiful, probably the largest wild Oak place forest, valley oaks, 
savannah, the only place where you had a dense forest right near the bay. The 
trees that do remain retain the memory of this history.

CONTEXT & PRECEDENCE

Photos / videos 

/ animations / 

drawings…

Documentation



The Cork Tree in front of Prestwood Elementary, Sonoma, CA. Cork Oaks are huge in 

the wine industry of Sonoma, and many events were held around this tree when I was 

growing up. 

PROJECT PROPOSAL (1)



Remnants and cuttings from Oak Trees. How do these remnants point to a sort of 

violence? The impaled leaves from a dry river bed and a chopped down tree in a 

graveyard… 

PROJECT PROPOSAL (2)



Trees often signify borders. Birds often poop out seeds on fences, but also, large 

trees are often landmarks to distinguish one place from another. 

PROJECT PROPOSAL (3)

Photos / videos / animations / drawings…

Documentation



People interact with trees, and use them in different ways. This tree is an ever 

evolving project of a local in Sonoma, CA.

PROJECT PROPOSAL 

(4)

Photos / videos / animations / drawings…

Documentation



Root systems show how trees inter - are, how they are knotted and bound together.  

PROJECT PROPOSAL (5)



INSPIRATION - Beth Moon



RUTH ASAWA



I will visit a tree on the Sonoma Plaza. I plan to photograph it and other significant trees in the 
area.

These images and experiences will develop into a larger body of work which will wrestle with 
the role of art in confronting social and political issues, the fusion of art and activism, and 
feminism, environmentalism, and other movements that have been inextricably linked with my 
development as an artist.

As I build on this project in the future, I hope to connect with a wide variety of scholars, 
scientists, arborists, indigenous leaders, community organizers and activists who are similarly 
interested in ecological fieldwork. Any project that deals with these kind of histories must at 
their core be collaborative, and I hope to be able expand this project into a collaborative one in 
the future, with all best practices and the support of UCLA and other institutions. 

CONCLUSION
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